Suzuki boulivard

The Suzuki Boulevard S40 formerly Suzuki LS Savage is a lightweight cruiser motorcycle
manufactured by the Suzuki Motor Corporation [3] [6] [7] for the Japanese domestic market, and
exported to New Zealand, [8] [9] North America, [10] [11] [12] [13] as well as to Chile [14] and
other countries. Manufactured and marketed as the Savage from to , the motorcycle was
renamed for model year as the Boulevard S The LS has remained unchanged except for minor
cosmetic changes, receiving a 5 rather than 4 speed transmission in The LS Savage was the
first cruiser manufactured by Suzuki in The Kawasaki Vulcan entry-level cruiser with a V-twin
engine was introduced the same year as the Suzuki Savage, and the Vulcan LTD with a
parallel-twin engine was introduced in One of the few small cruiser motorcycles available with a
shaft drive as an alternative to either chain or belt final drive, the Yamaha Virago was introduced
in Honda launched the Shadow VLX , with a cc V-twin for the model year to compete with the
single-cylinder Savage. The Savage's persona was a bike that stayed out of harm's way, with a
torquey engine although underpowered for its displacement that made few demands on the
rider. Compared to the discontinued Buell Blast , which had a 30 c. The Boulevard S40 fills the
gap between less powerful cc entry-level cruisers and more powerful twin-cylinder cc cruisers.
Although some consider the S40 too powerful for a novice motorcyclist, the bike's light weight
and low seat height make it ideal for beginners who feel that cc bikes are just too small. Two
enduring competitors are motorcycles with air-cooled single-cylinder engines that have been in
production even longer than Suzuki's S Royal Enfield's Bullet , and Yamaha's SR The latter was
reintroduced to markets outside of Japan in The Boulevard 40's engine is a 40 c. This engine
features a balance shaft and an output of 31 horsepower. In Motorcycle Consumer News
measured 31 horsepower at the rear wheel of an LS Savage, and a rear-wheel torque of The LS
registered a quarter mile time of Average fuel mileage for the S40 was The S40's "thumper"
engine single-cylinder, four-stroke , is among the largest displacement single cylinder
motorcycle engines in production as of , alongside the Suzuki DRSE and KTM Duke. From
Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motorcycle USA. Retrieved 22 July Suzuki Motor of America,
Inc. Retrieved 28 June Motorcycle Reviews. Retrieved 20 June The Suzuki Boulevard S40 is an
entry-level cruising motorcycle derived from the LS Savage, the first chopper manufactured by
a Japanese builder in Motorcycle Cruiser. Introduced in as the Savage, Suzuki's Boulevard S40
cc single-cylinder cruiser motorcycle still has its charms after two decades. Motorcycle
Consumer News. January Archived from the original PDF on Retrieved 24 June Leaflet A Suzuki
Motor Company. March Suzuki Motor Corporation. September Suzuki New Zealand Limited.
Archived from the original on 6 February Retrieved 1 July Wellington Motorcycles. Archived
from the original on 8 February S4 Brochure. American Suzuki Motor Corporation. Product
Lines. Suzuki Canada Inc. Archived from the original on 18 November Suzuki Chile. Ultimate
MotorCycling. Moorpark, California : Coram Publishing. Retrieved 30 May The most obvious
old-school technologies that remain include an air-cooled motor, Mikuni carburetor and petcock
, wire wheels, and a rear drum brake. The Seattle Times. Retrieved 3 July His wife has her own
bike, a Suzuki Savage. Chicago Tribune. Retrieved 2 July Don't let the bigger engine mislead
you, this big, single-cylinder 'thumper' is user-friendly, with a low seat, belt drive, electric start
and pull-back bars. Make cool sounds. The New York Times. Tanshanomi's Snap Judgments
blog. Retrieved 8 July The Savage doesn't back up its dramatic appearance with anything more
than milquetoast performance. Cruiser Motorcycle Review. The S40 is a cc air-cooled
single-cylinder 4-stroke. It is an updated version of the old Savage. I was surprised at how
smooth the single cylinder engine ran, even when pressed hard. Beginner's Guide. Women
Riders Now. San Francisco Chronicle. Retrieved 27 June Suzuki starts off their Boulevard
Cruiser lineup with the S40 - a 40 cubic-inch cc , four-stroke single-cylinder motor with electric
start and five-speed gearbox. Retrieved 29 June Retrieved 15 May The obvious competitor to the
SR is the Royal Enfield Bullet, the Indian-built bike that has been around even longer with just
mild changes. Categories : Suzuki motorcycles Cruiser motorcycles Motorcycles introduced in
Belt drive motorcycles. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to
edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version.
Wikimedia Commons. Toyokawa, Aichi , Japan [1]. Electronic transistorized [2]. Manual 5-speed
constant mesh, belt drive [2]. With a light pull, the clutch feeds engine power to the
smooth-shifting five-speed transmission and out to the clean shaft drive. The classically styled
4. Brushed, stainless steel covers shield the stout front fork, whereas a hidden, link-style rear
shock smooths the ride while giving the bike an old-school, hard-tail look. Narrow, cc,
fuel-injected, liquid-cooled, SOHC, four-valve-per-cylinder, degree, V-twin engine is tuned for
exceptional low rpm torque. Sculpted engine features polished aluminum and chrome covers
that complement the visually striking cylinders with symmetrical cooling fins. Offset crankpins
bring optimally balanced firing intervals and create a signature V-twin rumble. Suzuki Dual
Throttle Valve SDTV electronic fuel-injection system maintains optimum air velocity in the

intake tract for smooth low- to mid-rpm throttle response. Cutting-edge 3D-mapped digital
ignition system using a throttle-position sensor helps boost the hallmark big V-twin low-down
torque. Chromed and staggered dual exhaust system mounted on the right side of the engine is
tuned for responsive torque delivery, providing a deep, rumbling exhaust note. A wide-ratio
five-speed transmission features a high fifth-gear ratio for relaxed highway cruising.
Low-maintenance shaft drive is clean-running and has minimal torque reaction as it efficiently
transmits power to the wide inch rear tire. Strong, double-cradle steel frame supports a chassis
ready for cruising or a full-on tour. New-generation styling incorporates visual cues from
American cruiser heritage: rich paintwork, glittering chrome, and deep front and rear fenders
with sculpted ends. Link-type rear suspension is shaped to mimic the hard-tail lines of a
traditional cruiser, connecting a truss-style swingarm and a single shock absorber with
seven-way spring preload adjustability, providing 4. A kicked-out, degree rake and long Stout
telescopic front forks deliver generous 5. Wide handlebars, forward-mounted floorboards, and
leather-textured seats provide a comfortable ride around town and on the highway. A wide inch
rear tire and matching inch front tire are mounted to bright, spoke-style wheels for a classic
cruiser look. Hydraulic front disc and drum-type rear brakes provide strong, reliable braking
performance. The wide, deeply cushioned seat has a low Wide passenger seat makes for
comfortable two-up rides. The instrument cluster includes a convenient gear-position indicator,
a large fuel meter, and a clock. A bright multi-reflector headlight is paired with a durable,
efficient, and compact LED tail light. Rear turn signals are mounted at the base of the rear
fender to allow room for adding saddlebags. A variety of Genuine Suzuki Accessories for
Boulevard owners are available, including a large selection of Suzuki logo apparel. You are now
leaving Suzuki Motor of America, Inc. You can also visit your local Suzuki dealer for more
financing options. Suzuki Motor of America, Inc. Here are dealers near " " Select Your Dealer.
Suzuki motorcycle and ATV dealers are independently owned and operated businesses. In the
event that the selected dealer is unable to respond to your inquiry, your contact information
may be forwarded to the next closest operating Suzuki dealer. Its fuel-injected, 50 cubic inch,
V-twin engine delivers abundant torque and is engineered for comfort. On the boulevard or the
open highway, its spacious riding position and smooth suspension let you cruise comfortably
all day long, while its rear suspension delivers the appearance of a classic hardtail. Find a
Dealer. There was an error loading these images. Key Features. Engine Features. Chassis
Features. Additional Features. Compression Ratio 9. Overall Width mm Overall Height mm
Wheelbase mm Ground Clearance mm 5. Seat Height mm Curb Weight kg lb. Warranty 12 month
unlimited mileage limited warranty Extension Longer coverage periods with other benefits
available through Suzuki Extended Protection SEP. Thank you for visiting our website. Please
visit again soon. Estimated Payment. No dealers within range! Back You Have Selected:. First
Name. Last Name. Email Address. Zip Code. Subscribe to our Newsletter. Proceed Cancel.
Choose from a pair of new, two-tone paint schemes on the Boulevard MR B. From the
distinctive headlight nacelle to drag-style handlebars and massive mm wide rear tire, this
motorcycle is a class of one. The cubic inch cc , degree, V-twin engine rumbles through a pair
of large-diameter mufflers as it puts power through the shaft drive and down into the mm wide
rear tire. The large-diameter inverted fork and the mm wide rear tire give the bike a tough,
aggressive stance that also delivers a smooth, controlled ride. The cubic inch cc , eight-valve,
DOHC, degree, liquid-cooled, V-twin engine is designed to produce a massive tractable power
and responsive torque. Huge 4. These are one of the largest reciprocating gasoline engine
pistons being used in any production passenger car or motorcycle while featuring a
race-proven design to reduce friction and inertial mass. Each of the large cylinders is lined with
Suzuki's race proven Suzuki Composite Electrochemical Material SCEM for optimum heat
transfer, tighter piston-to-cylinder clearances, and reduced weight. Suzuki Advanced Sump
System SASS , a compact dry sump lubrication system, provides reduced engine height, a
lower crankshaft position, and a lower center of gravity. Suzuki's class-leading electronic
fuel-injection system features the Suzuki Dual Throttle Valve system SDTV with 56mm throttle
bodies, which maintains optimum air velocity for smooth low- to mid-range throttle response. A
unique two-stage cam drive system creates a compact cylinder head design, reduces overall
engine height, and creates a lower center of gravity. A dual spark plug per cylinder ignition
system is controlled by a powerful bit ECM for improved combustion efficiency and reduced
exhaust emissions. A three-piece, 9. The stainless steel blacked-out exhaust system features
Suzuki's digitally controlled SET Suzuki Exhaust Tuning system for optimum engine
performance and a powerful V-twin sound. Sculpted engine features blacked-out engine covers
that complement the visually striking cylinders with symmetrical, highlighted cooling fins. A
wide-ratio, constant-mesh five-speed transmission features a high fifth gear ratio for relaxed
highway cruising. Low-maintenance shaft drive is clean-running and has minimal torque

reaction as it efficiently transmits power to the massive inch rear tire. A high-tensile steel
double cradle frame is built to comfortably handle all the power and torque while delivering
agile handling and a plush, smooth ride. Blacked-out, inverted front forks feature race-proven
cartridge internals with 46mm stanchion tubes and provide 5. Cast aluminum alloy swingarm
works with a progressive linkage and a single rear shock absorber; adjustable spring preload to
suit rider and passenger weight. Twin front fully floating disc-brakes with dual-piston calipers
and a single-disc rear brake with a single dual-piston caliper are ready to haul the bike down
from speed. The long-stretch fuel tank holds a full 5. The tank-mounted analog speedometer
also features an LCD odometer, dual trip meters, a fuel gauge, and a clock. Instrument cluster
including a digital tachometer, gear position indicator, and LED indicator lights is integrated
into the top of the headlight cowl. Both rider and passenger seats are made for comfort, as they
allow freedom of movement, accommodate riders of different sizes, and are well cushioned. A
sporty solo-seat cover included can be quickly swapped for the passenger seat for an even
more aggressive look or for use on solo rides. The MR B. Blacked Out Special Suzuki features
the following:. Genuine Suzuki accessory options for the MR B. A variety of Genuine Suzuki
Accessories for Boulevard owners are available, including a large selection of Suzuki logo
apparel. You are now leaving Suzuki Motor of America, Inc. You can also visit your local Suzuki
dealer for more financing options. Suzuki Motor of America, Inc. Here are dealers near " " Select
Your Dealer. Suzuki motorcycle and ATV dealers are independently owned and operated
businesses. In the event that the selected dealer is unable to respond to your inquiry, your
contact information may be forwarded to the next closest operating Suzuki dealer. Overview
This is the performance cruiser other bikes wish they were. The dark and muscular MR B. This
cubic inch engine is wrapped with aggressive blacked-out styling that includes slash-cut
mufflers, drag-style bars, a supplied solo seat cowl, and a distinctively shaped headlight nacelle
that's uniquely Suzuki. This
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bike is not just about looks, as stout inverted forks, a hidden single-shock rear suspension,
and an ideally designed saddle Find a Dealer. There was an error loading these images. Metallic
Oort Gray No. Key Features. Engine Features. Chassis Features. Blacked Out Special Suzuki
features the following: Blacked-out exhaust system, clutch cover, magneto cover, cylinder head
covers, air cleaner cover, and final drive case. Clear tail light and turn signal lenses. Additional
Features. Compression Ratio Overall Width mm Overall Height mm Wheelbase mm Ground
Clearance mm 5. Seat Height mm Curb Weight kg lb. Warranty 12 month unlimited mileage
limited warranty Extension Longer warranty coverage period with other benefits are available
through Suzuki Extended Protection SEP. Thank you for visiting our website. Please visit again
soon. Estimated Payment. No dealers within range! Back You Have Selected:. First Name. Last
Name. Email Address. Zip Code. Subscribe to our Newsletter. Proceed Cancel.

